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Adaptation: Studying Film and Literature 2015-10-01
this collection of essays offers a sustained theoretically rigorous rethinking
of various issues at work in film and other media adaptations the essays in the
volume as a whole explore the reciprocal intertextual quality of adaptations
that borrow rework and adapt each other in complex ways in addition the authors
explore the specific forces

Adaptation Studies 2010
with case study examples across a range of media this book brings together
leading international scholars to explore new directions in adaptation studies

Adaptation Studies 2013-07-11
this collection of forty new essays written by the leading scholars in
adaptation studies and distinguished contributors from outside the field is the
most comprehensive volume on adaptation ever published written to appeal alike
to specialists in adaptation scholars in allied fields and general readers it
hearkens back to the foundations of adaptation studies a century and more ago
surveys its ferment of activity over the past twenty years and looks forward to
the future it considers the very different problems in adapting the classics
from the bible to frankenstein to philip roth and the commons from online
mashups and remixes to adult movies it surveys a dizzying range of adaptations
around the world from latin american telenovelas to czech cinema from hong kong
comics to classics illustrated from bollywood to zombies and explores the ways
media as different as radio opera popular song and videogames have handled
adaptation going still further it examines the relations between adaptation and
such intertextual practices as translation illustration prequels sequels
remakes intermediality and transmediality the volume s contributors consider
the similarities and differences between adaptation and history adaptation and
performance adaptation and revision and textual and biological adaptation
casting an appreciative but critical eye on the theory and practice of
adaptation scholars and occasionally each other the oxford handbook of
adaptation studies offers specific suggestions for how to read teach create and
write about adaptations in order to prepare for a world in which adaptation
already ubiquitous is likely to become ever more important

The Oxford Handbook of Adaptation Studies 2017-03-17
from david lean s big screen great expectations to alejandro amenábar s
reinvention of the turn of the screw as the others adaptations of literary
classics are a constant feature of popular culture today the bloomsbury
introduction to adaptation studies helps students master the history theory and
practice of analysing literary adaptations following an introductory overview
of major debates and concepts each chapter focuses on a canonical text and
features case study readings of adaptations in a variety of media from film to
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opera televised drama to animated comedy show ya fiction to novel graphic novel
coverage of popular appropriations and re imaginings of the text discussion
questions and creative exercises throughout to guide students through their own
analyses annotated guides to further reading and viewing plus online resources
the book also includes chapter overviews and a glossary of critical terms to
give students quick access to key information for further study reference and
revision the bloomsbury introduction to adaptation studies covers adaptations
of jane eyre great expectations the turn of the screw the great gatsby

The Bloomsbury Introduction to Adaptation Studies
2016-02-25
adaptation constitutes the driving force of contemporary culture with stories
adapted across an array of media formats however adaptation studies has been
concerned almost exclusively with textual analysis in particular with compare
and contrast studies of individual novel and film pairings this has left almost
completely unexamined crucial questions of how adaptations come to be made what
are the industries with the greatest stake in making them and who the decision
makers are in the adaptation process the adaptation industry re imagines
adaptation not as an abstract process but as a material industry it presents
the adaptation industry as a cultural economy of six interlocking institutions
stakeholders and decision makers all engaged in the actual business of adapting
texts authors agents publishers book prize committees scriptwriters and screen
producers and distributors through trading in intellectual property rights to
cultural works these six nodal points in the adaptation network are tightly
interlinked with success for one party potentially auguring for success in
other spheres but marked rivalries between these institutional forces also
exist with competition characterizing every aspect of the adaptation process
this book constructs an overdue sociology of contemporary literary adaptation
never losing sight of the material and institutional dimensions of this
powerful process

The Adaptation Industry 2012-03-12
what is the relationship between literature and film what is meant when
speaking about adapting a literary work to the screen is it possible to adapt
and if so how are there films that have improved their literary sources is
adaptation a translation or rather a re interpretation what is the impact of
adapting literary classics to a modern context this collection of articles
offers a comprehensive and authoritative study of literary adaptation to film
which addresses these and other unresolved questions in the field of literary
adaptation studies within five different sections the volume s international
team of contributors offers valuable study cases suggesting both the continuity
and variety of adaptation theories the first section traces recurring
theoretical issues regarding the problems and challenges related to the
adaptation of literary works to the particular nature and dynamics of cinema
the second and third parts focus on the specific problems and technical
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challenges of adapting theatre and narrative works to film and tv series
respectively the fourth section includes the study of latin american authors
whose works have been adapted to the screen the fifth and final part of the
book deals with the structures and devices that film directors use in order to
tell stories the art of telling and re telling stories which originated in
ancient times is present throughout this publication giving shape to the
discussion adaptations of stories are present everywhere in today s world and
their development is well told and re told in this volume which will definitely
interest academics and researchers working in literature and film comparative
studies novelists screenwriters film makers dramatists theatre directors
postgraduate students and those researching on topics related to the philosophy
of art and aesthetics

Telling and Re-telling Stories 2016-04-26
it is common practice nowadays for adaptation critics to denounce the lack of
meta theoretical thinking in adaptation studies and to plead for a study of
adaptation as adaptation one that eschews value judgments steps beyond
normative fidelity based discourse examines adaptation from an intertextual
perspective and abandons the single source model for a multiple source model
this study looks into a research program that does all that and more it was
developed in the late 1980s and presented in the early 1990s as a polysystem ps
study of adaptations since then the ps label has been replaced with descriptive
this book studies the question of whether and how a ps approach could evolve
into a descriptive adaptation studies das approach although not perfect no
method is das offers a number of assets apart from dealing with the above
mentioned issues das transcends an auteurist approach and looks at explanation
beyond the level of individual agency even if contextualized as an alternative
to the endless accumulation of ad hoc case studies it suggests corpus based
research into wider trends of adaptational behavior and the roles and functions
of sets of adaptations das also allows reflection upon its own epistemic values
it sheds new light on some old issues how can one define adaptation what does
it mean to study adaptation as adaptation is equivalence still possible and is
the concept still relevant das also tackles some deeper epistemological issues
how can phenomena be compared why would difference be more real than sameness
or change more real than stasis how does description relate to evaluation
explanation and prediction etc this book addresses both theory minded scholars
who are interested in epistemological reflection and practice oriented
adaptation students who want to get started from a theoretical point of view it
discusses arguments that could support the legitimacy of adaptation studies as
an academic discipline from a practical point of view it explains in general
terms ways of conducting an adaptation study patrick cattrysse s work is of
utmost importance to adaptation studies as the first extended attempt to
develop a rigorous methodology which borrows in very meaningful ways from
adaptation studies cousin translation studies this book should be on every
adaptation scholar s shelf while hutcheons sanders and leitch to name but a few
layed the groundwork which allowed adaptation studies to establish itself as a
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field of inquiry in its own right cattrysse moves the field into the next
necessary stage that of developing conceptual tools which stand the test of
critical investigation and allow adaptation studies to move beyond the single
case study approach katja krebs university of bristol this book is a bold
initiative it proposes and illustrates a comprehensive new empirical research
programme for film adaptation studies inspired by the way systems theory and
norm theory have expanded translation studies one of the book s unusual
strengths is the way the proposal is grounded in a thoughtful theoretical
discussion of conceptual and methodological issues dealing with such notions as
theory descriptivism definition diachrony and explanation this gives the work a
significance that ranges well beyond adaptation studies alone it deserves the
attention of scholars in the humanities in general andrew chesterman university
of helsinki this dense and theoretically informed study argues forcefully for a
descriptive systems analysis approach to literature film adaptation building on
the author s earlier corpus based study of film noir and adaptation providing a
wide ranging discussion of important critical questions including the place of
logical positivism in humanistic studies this book will give adaptation
scholars much to think about well written carefully organized and consistently
persuasive descriptive adaptation studies promises to be an important
intervention in a field of increasing importance in humanistic studies must
reading for scholars in the field r barton palmer clemson university

Descriptive Adaptation Studies 2014-02-18
the routledge companion to adaptation offers a broad range of scholarship from
this growing interdisciplinary field with a basis in source oriented studies
such as novel to stage and stage to film adaptations this volume also seeks to
highlight the new and innovative aspects of adaptation studies ranging from
theatre and dance to radio television and new media it is divided into five
sections mapping which presents a variety of perspectives on the scope and
development of adaptation studies historiography which investigates the ways in
which adaptation engages with and disrupts history identity which considers
texts and practices in adaptation as sites of multiple and fluid identity
formations reception which examines the role played by an audience considering
the unpredictable relationships between adaptations and those who experience
them technology which focuses on the effects of ongoing technological advances
and shifts on specific adaptations and on the wider field of adaptation an
emphasis on adaptation as practice establishes methods of investigation that
move beyond a purely comparative case study model the routledge companion to
adaptation celebrates the complexity and diversity of adaptation studies
mapping the field across genres and disciplines

The Routledge Companion to Adaptation 2018-04-17
teaching adaptations addresses the challenges and appeal of teaching popular
fiction and culture video games and new media content which serve to enrich the
curriculum as well as exploit the changing methods by which english students
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read and consume literary and screen texts

Teaching Adaptations 2014-11-21
a theory of adaptation explores the continuous development of creative
adaptation and argues that the practice of adapting is central to the story
telling imagination linda hutcheon develops a theory of adaptation through a
range of media from film and opera to video games pop music and theme parks
analysing the breadth scope and creative possibilities within each this new
edition is supplemented by a new preface from the author discussing both new
adaptive forms platforms and recent critical developments in the study of
adaptation it also features an illuminating new epilogue from siobhan o flynn
focusing on adaptation in the context of digital media she considers the impact
of transmedia practices and properties on the form and practice of adaptation
as well as studying the extension of game narrative across media platforms fan
based adaptation from twitter and facebook to home movies and the adaptation of
books to digital formats a theory of adaptation is the ideal guide to this ever
evolving field of study and is essential reading for anyone interested in
adaptation in the context of literary and media studies

A Theory of Adaptation 2012-08-21
most books on film adaptation the relation between films and their literary
sources focus on a series of close one to one comparisons between specific
films and canonical novels this volume identifies and investigates a far wider
array of problems posed by the process of adaptation beginning with an
examination of why adaptation study has so often supported the institution of
literature rather than fostering the practice of literacy thomas leitch
considers how the creators of short silent films attempted to give them the
weight of literature what sorts of fidelity are possible in an adaptation of
sacred scripture what it means for an adaptation to pose as an introduction to
rather than a transcription of a literary classic and why and how some films
have sought impossibly close fidelity to their sources after examining the
surprisingly divergent fidelity claims made by three different kinds of
canonical adaptations leitch s analysis moves beyond literary sources to
consider why a small number of adapters have risen to the status of auteurs and
how illustrated books comic strips video games and true stories have been
adapted to the screen the range of films studied from silent shakespeare to
sherlock holmes to the lord of the rings is as broad as the problems that come
under review

Film Adaptation and Its Discontents 2007-06-15
from david lean s big screen great expectations to alejandro amenábar s
reinvention of the turn of the screw as the others adaptations of literary
classics are a constant feature of popular culture today the bloomsbury
introduction to adaptation studies helps students master the history theory and
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practice of analysing literary adaptations following an introductory overview
of major debates and concepts each chapter focuses on a canonical text and
features case study readings of adaptations in a variety of media from film to
opera televised drama to animated comedy show ya fiction to novel graphic novel
coverage of popular appropriations and re imaginings of the text discussion
questions and creative exercises throughout to guide students through their own
analyses annotated guides to further reading and viewing plus online resources
the book also includes chapter overviews and a glossary of critical terms to
give students quick access to key information for further study reference and
revision the bloomsbury introduction to adaptation studies covers adaptations
of jane eyre great expectations the turn of the screw the great gatsby

The Bloomsbury Introduction to Adaptation Studies
2016-02-25
this book provides a pioneering and provocative exploration of the rich
synergies between adaptation studies and translation studies and is the first
genuine attempt to discuss the rather loose usage of the concepts of
translation and adaptation in terms of theatre and film at the heart of this
collection is the proposition that translation studies and adaptation studies
have much to offer each other in practical and theoretical terms and can no
longer exist independently from one another as a result it generates productive
ideas within the contact zone between these two fields of study both through
new theoretical paradigms and detailed case studies such closely intertwined
areas as translation and adaptation need to encounter each other s
methodologies and perspectives in order to develop ever more rigorous
approaches to the study of adaptation and translation phenomena challenging
current assumptions and prejudices in terms of both the book includes
contributions as diverse yet interrelated as bakhtin s notion of translation
and adaptation bollywood adaptations of shakespeare s othello and an analysis
of performance practice itself arguably an adaptive practice which uses a
variety of languages from english and greek to british and international sign
language as translation and adaptation practices are an integral part of global
cultural and political activities and agendas it is ever more important to
study such occurrences of rewriting and reshaping by exploring and
investigating interdisciplinary and cross cultural perspectives and approaches
this volume investigates the impact such occurrences of rewriting have on the
constructions and experiences of cultures while at the same time developing a
rigorous methodological framework which will form the basis of future
scholarship on performance and film translation and adaptation

Translation and Adaptation in Theatre and Film
2013-08-15
in new approaches to contemporary adaptation editor betty kaklamanidou
defiantly claims that all films are adaptations the wide ranging chapters
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included in this book highlight the growing and evolving relevance of the field
of adaptation studies and its many branding subfields armed with a wealth of
methodologies theoretical concepts and sophisticated paradigms of case studies
analyses of the past these scholars expand the field to new and exciting realms
with chapters on data television music visuality and transnationalism this
anthology aims to complement the literature of the field by asking answers to
outstanding questions while proposing new ones whose stories have been adapted
in the last few decades are films that are based on true stories simply
adaptations of those real events how do transnational adaptations differ from
adaptations that target the same national audiences as the texts they adapt
what do long running tv shows actually adapt when their source is a single book
or novel to attempt to answer these questions new approaches to contemporary
adaptation is organized in three parts part 1 external influences on adaptation
delves into matters surrounding film adaptations without primarily focusing on
textual analysis of the final cinematic product part 2 millennial tv and
franchise adaptations demonstrates that the contemporary television landscape
has become fruitful terrain for adaptation studies part 3 elastextity and
adaptation explores different thematic approaches to adaptation studies and how
adaptation extends beyond traditional media spanning media and the globe
contributors complement their research with tools from sociology psychoanalysis
gender studies race studies translation studies and political science
kaklamanidou makes it clear that adaptation is vital to sharing important
stories and mythologies as well as passing knowledge to new generations the aim
of this anthology is to open up the field of adaptation studies by revisiting
the object of analysis and proposing alternative ways of looking at it scholars
of cultural gender film literary and adaptation studies will find this
collection innovative and thought provoking

New Approaches to Contemporary Adaptation 2020-11-17
in adaptation studies and learning new frontiers laurence raw and tony gurr
seek to redefine the ways in which adaptation is taught and learned comprised
of essays reflections and learning conversations about the ways in which this
approach to adaptation might be implemented this book focuses on issues of
curriculum construction the role of technology and the importance of
collaboration by looking beyond the classroom the authors consider how
adaptation assumes equal importance in the world of the cinema as in the
academy demonstrating how adaptation studies involves real world issues of
prime importance not only to film and theater professionals but to all learners

Adaptation Studies and Learning 2013-04-04
offered here is a consideration of films and the dramas or books from which
they derive as seen through the eyes of literary critics a veteran hollywood
producer and the screenwriters themselves
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Film and Literature 1988
where is adaptation mapping cultures texts and contexts explores the vast
terrain of contemporary adaptation studies and offers a wide variety of answers
to the title question in 24 chapters by 29 international practitioners and
scholars of adaptation both eminent and emerging from insightful self analyses
by practitioners a novelist a film director a comics artist to analyses of
adaptations of place culture and identity the authors brought together in this
collection represent a broad cross section of current work in adaptation
studies from the development of technologies impacting film festivals to the
symbiotic potential of interweaving disability and adaptation studies
censorship exploring the glocal and an examination of the association for
adaptation studies at its 10th anniversary the original contributions in this
volume aim to trace the leading edges of this evolving field

Where is Adaptation? 2018-10-15
asking why adaptation has been seen as more problematic to theorize than other
humanities subjects and why it has been more theoretically problematic in the
humanities than it has been in the sciences and social sciences theorizing
adaptation seeks to both explicate and redress the problem of theorizing
adaptation through a metacritical history of theorizing adaptation from the
late seventeenth century to the present a metatheoretical theory of the
relationship between theorization and adaptation in the humanities and analysis
of the rhetoric of theorizing adaptation the history finds that adaptation was
not always the bad theoretical object that it increasingly became from the late
eighteenth century in earlier centuries adaptation was celebrated and valued as
a means of aesthetic and cultural progress tracing the falling fortunes of
adaptation under theorization the history reveals that there have always been
dissenting voices valorizing adaptation adaptation studies can learn from
history not only how to theorize adaptation more positively but also to
consider the problem of theorization for adaptation metatheoretical analysis of
what theorization and adaptation are and how they function in the humanities
finds that they are rival overlapping inimical processes each seeking to remake
culture and each other in their images it is not simply the case that
adaptation has to adapt to theorization rather theorization needs to adapt to
and through adaptation the final section attends to the rhetoric of theorizing
adaptation analyzing how tiny pieces of rhetoric have constructed adaptation s
relationship to theorization and turning to figurative rhetoric or figuration
as a third process that has can mediate between adaptation and theorization and
refigure their relationship moreover particular rhetorical figures can redress
particular problems in adaptation studies and open new ways to theorize
adaptation studies
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Theorizing Adaptation 2020
from the apparently simple adaptation of a text into film theatre or a new
literary work to the more complex appropriation of style or meaning it is
arguable that all texts are somehow connected to a network of existing texts
and art forms in this new edition adaptation and appropriation explores
multiple definitions and practices of adaptation and appropriation the cultural
and aesthetic politics behind the impulse to adapt the global and local
dimensions of adaptation the impact of new digital technologies on ideas of
making originality and customization diverse ways in which contemporary
literature theatre television and film adapt revise and reimagine other works
of art the impact on adaptation and appropriation of theoretical movements
including structuralism post structuralism postcolonialism postmodernism
feminism and gender studies the appropriation across time and across cultures
of specific canonical texts by shakespeare dickens and others but also of
literary archetypes such as myth or fairy tale ranging across genres and
harnessing concepts from fields as diverse as musicology and the natural
sciences this volume brings clarity to the complex debates around adaptation
and appropriation offering a much needed resource for those studying literature
film media or culture

Adaptation and Appropriation 2015-11-19
books in motion addresses the hybrid interstitial field of film adaptation the
introductory essay integrates a retrospective survey of the development of
adaptation studies with a forceful argument about their centrality to any
history of culture any discussion that is of the transformation and
transmission of texts and meanings in and across cultures the thirteen
especially composed essays that follow organised into four sections headed
paradoxes of fidelity authors auteurs adaptation contexts intertexts adaptation
and beyond adaptation variously illustrate that claim by problematising the
notion of fidelity highlighting the role played by adaptation in relation to
changing concepts of authorship and auteurism exploring the extent to which the
intelligibility of film adaptations is dependent on contextual and intertextual
factors and making a claim for the need to transcend any narrowly defined
concept of adaptation in the study of adaptation discussion ranges from
adaptations of established classics like a tale of two cities frankenstein
henry v le temps retrouvé mansfield park pride and prejudice the dead or
wuthering heights to contemporary popular texts films like bridget jones s
diary fools the governess high fidelity the hours the orchid thief adaptation
the work of doris dörrie the first harry potter novel film or the adaptations
made by alfred hitchcock stanley kubrick and walt disney this book will appeal
to both a specialised readership and to those accessing the dynamic field of
adaptation studies for the first time
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Books in Motion 2005-01-01
hamlet by olivier kaurismäki or shepard and pride and prejudice in its many
adaptations show the virulence of these texts and the importance of aesthetic
recycling for the formation of cultural identity and diversity adaptation has
always been a standard literary and cultural strategy and can be regarded as
the dominant means of production in the cultural industries today focusing on a
variety of aspects such as artistic strategies and genre but also marketing and
cultural politics this volume takes a critical look at ways of adapting and
appropriating cultural texts across epochs and cultures in literature film and
the arts

Adaptation and Cultural Appropriation 2012-05-29
this collection of essays focuses on numerous contexts to emphasize why film
adaptations matter to students of literature written by specialists in a
variety of fields ranging from film radio theater and even language studies it
is the first such volume devoted exclusively to teaching adaptations from a
practical teacher centered angle

The Pedagogy of Adaptation 2010-02-23
this collection considers new phenomena emerging in a convergence environment
from the perspective of adaptation studies giving an overview of the various
fields and practices most prominent in convergence culture and viewing them as
adaptations in a broad intertextual and intermedial sense the contributions
offer reconsiderations of theoretical concepts and practices in participatory
and convergence culture these range from fan fiction born from mash ups of
novels and youtube songs to negotiations of authorial control and
interpretative authority between media producers and fan communities to
perspectives on the fictional and legal framework of brands and franchises in
this fashion the collection expands the horizons of both adaptation and
transmedia studies and provides reassessments of frequently discussed bbc s
sherlock or the lego franchise and previously largely ignored phenomena self
censorship in transnational franchises mash up novels or youtube cover videos

Adaptation in the Age of Media Convergence 2019-09-06
this book explores making of sites as a genre of cultural artefact moving
beyond making of documentaries the book analyses novels drama film museum
exhibitions and popular studies that re present the making of culturally loaded
film adaptations it argues that the making of genre operates on an adaptive
spectrum orienting towards and enacting the adaptation of films and their
making the book examines the behaviours that characterise making of sites
across visual media it explores the cultural work done by these sites why
recognition of making of sites as adaptations matters and why our conception of
adaptation matters part one focuses on the adaptive domain presented by the
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making of john ford s the quiet man part two attends to making of gone with the
wind sites and concludes with making of the lord of the rings texts as the acme
of the cultural risks and investments charted in earlier chapters

The Making of... Adaptation and the Cultural
Imaginary 2019-11-25
there is no better smarter examination of the relationship between comics and
film mark waid eisner award winning writer of kingdom come and daredevil in the
summer of 2000 x men surpassed all box office expectations and ushered in an
era of unprecedented production of comic book film adaptations this trend now
in its second decade has blossomed into hollywood s leading genre from
superheroes to spartan warriors the comic book film adaptation offers the first
dedicated study to examine how comic books moved from the fringes of popular
culture to the center of mainstream film production through in depth analysis
industry interviews and audience research this book charts the cause and effect
of this influential trend it considers the cultural traumas business demands
and digital possibilities that hollywood faced at the dawn of the twenty first
century the industry managed to meet these challenges by exploiting comics and
their existing audiences however studios were caught off guard when these comic
book fans empowered by digital media began to influence the success of these
adaptations nonetheless filmmakers soon developed strategies to take advantage
of this intense fanbase while codifying the trend into a more lucrative genre
the comic book movie which appealed to an even wider audience central to this
vibrant trend is a comic aesthetic in which filmmakers utilize digital
filmmaking technologies to engage with the language and conventions of comics
like never before the comic book film adaptation explores this unique moment in
which cinema is stimulated challenged and enriched by the once dismissed medium
of comics

The Comic Book Film Adaptation 2015-03-31
this book gathers together essays written by leading scholars of adaptation
studies to explore the full range of practices and issues currently of concern
in the field the chapters demonstrate how content and messaging are shared
across an increasing number of platforms whose interrelationships have become
as intriguing as they are complex recognizing that a signature feature of
contemporary culture is the convergence of different forms of media the
contributors of this book argue that adaptation studies has emerged as a key
discipline that unlike traditional literary and art criticism is capable of
identifying and analyzing the relations between source texts and adaptations
created from them adaptation scholars have come to understand that these
relations not only play out in individual case histories but are also
institutional and this collection shows how adaptation plays a key role in the
functioning of cinema television art and print media the volume is essential
reading for all those interested both in adaptation studies and also in the
complex forms of intermediality that define contemporary culture in the 21st
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century

Adaptation in Visual Culture 2017-12-06
this book is a collection of essays exploring adaptive systems from many
perspectives ranging from computational applications to models of adaptation in
living and social systems the essays on computation discuss history theory
applications and possible threats of adaptive and evolving computations systems
the modeling chapters cover topics such as evolution in microbial populations
the evolution of cooperation and how ideas about evolution relate to economics
the title perspectives on adaptation in natural and artificial systems honors
john holland whose 1975 book adaptation in natural and artificial systems has
become a classic text for many disciplines in which adaptation play a central
role the essays brought together here were originally written to honor john
holland and span most of the different areas touched by his wide ranging and
influential research career the authors include some of the most prominent
scientists in the fields of artificial intelligence evolutionary computation
and complex adaptive systems taken together these essays present a broad modern
picture of current research on adaptation as it relates to computers living
systems society and their complex interactions

Perspectives on Adaptation in Natural and Artificial
Systems 2005-02-24
this is a comprehensive collection of original essays that explore the
aesthetics economics and mechanics of movie adaptation from the days of silent
cinema to contemporary franchise phenomena featuring a range of theoretical
approaches and chapters on the historical ideological and economic aspects of
adaptation the volume reflects today s acceptance of intertextuality as a vital
and progressive cultural force incorporates new research in adaptation studies
features a chapter on the harry potter franchise as well as other contemporary
perspectives showcases work by leading shakespeare adaptation scholars explores
fascinating topics such as unfilmable texts includes detailed considerations of
ian mcewan s atonement and conrad s heart of darkness

A Companion to Literature, Film, and Adaptation
2014-08-25
offering compelling insights into the italian adaptation of diversified english
products this volume is addressed to both scholars and students wishing to
delve into the field of reception studies it focuses on literary multimedia and
audiovisual translation due to the conviction that the modalities through which
the imprinting of italianness is marked upon several english hypertexts are
still worth investigating today the contributions here highlight how some
choices may in some instances alter the meaning as much as the success of some
english aesthetic texts by directing if not possibly undermining the audience
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reception

Reception Studies and Adaptation 2020-07-22
hsiu chang deppman puts landmark contemporary chinese films in the context of
their literary origins explores how the best chinese directors adapt fictional
narratives styles for film

Adapted for the Screen 2010-04-30
film phenomenology and adaptation sensuous elaboration argues that in order to
make sense of film adaptation we must first apprehend their sensual form across
its chapters this book brings the philosophy and research methodology of
phenomenology into contact with adaptation studies examining how vision hearing
touch and the structures of the embodied imagination and memory thicken and
make tangible an adaptation s source in doing so this book not only conceives
adaptation as an intertextual layering of source material and adaptation but
also an intersubjective and textural experience that includes the materiality
of the body

Film Phenomenology and Adaptation 2021-03-30
to kill a mockingbird is an immensely important work of literature studied
worldwide literature and film students will find plenty of material to support
their courses on how the film versions provide different readings of the
original text focusing on several film versions and adaptations the book
discusses the literary work in its historical context its key themes and
dominant readings how it has been adapted for screen and how adaptations have
changed our reading of the original text r barton palmer is a calhoun lemon
professor of literature and a professor of film screenwriting and british
literature at clemson university in south carolina he is the author of many
books on literature and film

Screen Adaptations: To Kill a Mockingbird 2008
from david lean s big screen great expectations to alejandro amenabar s
reinvention of the turn of the screw as the others adaptations of literary
classics are a constant feature of popular culture today the bloomsbury
introduction to adaptation studies helps students master the history theory and
practice of analysing literary adaptations following an introductory overview
of major debates and concepts each chapter focuses on a canonical text and
features case study readings of adaptations in a variety of media from film to
opera televised drama to animated comedy show ya fiction to novel graphic novel
coverage of popular appropriations and re imaginings of the text discussion
questions and creative exercises throughout to guide students through their own
analyses annotated guides to further reading and viewing plus online resources
the book also includes chapter overviews and a glossary of critical terms to
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give students quick access to key information for further study reference and
revision the bloomsbury introduction to adaptation studies covers adaptations
of jane eyre great expectations the turn of the screw the great gatsby

The Bloomsbury Introduction to Adaptation Studies
2020
from examinations of francis ford coppola s apocalypse now to alfred hitchcock
s vertigo the literature film reader issues of adaptation covers a wide range
of films adapted from other sources the first section presents essays on the
hows and whys of adaptation studies and subsequent sections highlight films
adapted from a variety of sources including classic and popular literature
drama biography and memoir the last section offers a new departure for
adaptation studies suggesting that films about history often a separate
category of film study can be seen as adaptations of records of the past the
anthology concludes with speculations about the future of adaptation studies
several essays provide detailed analyses of films in some cases discussing more
than one adaptation of a literary or dramatic source such as the manchurian
candidate the quiet american and romeo and juliet other works examined include
moby dick the house of mirth dracula and starship troopers demonstrating the
breadth of material considered for this anthology although many of the essays
appeared in literature film quarterly more than half are original contributions
chosen for their readability these essays avoid theoretical jargon as much as
possible for this reason alone this collection should be of interest to not
only cinema scholars but to anyone interested in films and their source
material ultimately the literature film reader issues of adaptation provides an
excellent overview of this critical aspect of film studies

The Literature/film Reader 2007
literature and film is a cornucopia of vibrant essays that chart the history
and confluence of literature and film it explores in detail a wide and
international spectrum of novels and adaptations bringing together the very
latest scholarship in the field

True Event Adaptation 2019-10-23
intercultural screen adaptation offers a wide ranging examination of how film
and television adaptations and non adaptations interact with the cultural
social and political environments of their national transnational and post
national contexts with screen adaptations examined from across britain europe
south america and asia this book tests how examining the processes of
adaptation across and within national frameworks challenges traditional debates
around the concept of nation in film media and cultural studies with case
studies of films such as under the skin 2013 and t2 trainspotting 2017 as well
as tv adaptations like war and peace 2016 and narcos 2015 2017 intercultural
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screen adaptation offers readers an invigorating look at adaptations from a
variety of critical perspectives incorporating the uses of landscape nostalgia
and translation

Literature and Film 2004-10-15
with a full and descriptive bibliography this text provides an authoritative
guide to the area of film adaptation and theory and its inter relationship to
literature

Intercultural Screen Adaptation 2020-03-27
this book examines the processes of adaptation across a number of intriguing
case studies and media turning its attention from the what to the how of
adaptation it serves to re situate the discourse of adaptation studies moving
away from the hypotheses that used to haunt it such as fidelity to questions of
how texts authors and other creative practitioners always understood as a
plurality engage in dialogue with one another across cultures media languages
genders and time itself with fifteen chapters across fields including fine art
and theory drama and theatre and television this interdisciplinary volume
considers adaptation across the creative and performance arts with a single
focus on the collaborative

Film Adaptation 2000-01

Adaptation Considered as a Collaborative Art
2020-05-09
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